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Zucchero "Sugar" Fornaciari not only the most popular do- 
mestic act of the second half of the 1980s but also the only 
artist ever to have achieved such sales volume. With his Ital- 
ian- language, cute R &B, style, he belongs very much to the 
'80s generation of singer -songwriters, like Vasco Rossi who, 
with his first EMI album " Liberi Liberi" must have sold 
around 800,000 units. 

Similar figures have been reached by Edoardo Bennato's 
"Abbi Dubbi" (Virgin). Bennato, who has made a strong 
comeback since joining Virgin three years ago is, like Ven- 
ditti, a singer -songwriter whose career started in the early 
1970s but now is capable of projection into the 1990s. 

While Bennato looks back to rock'n'roll, Francesco De 
Gregori, in the same age bracket, has chosen folk -rock and 
protest songs, as evidenced in his second CBS album "Mir - 
are 19.4.89," which has topped the 200,000 sales mark. 

A long- delayed return to major sales success has been 
achieved by Gino Paoli, a survivor of the 1960s' wave of 
singer -songwriters, with "L'Officio Delle Cose Perdute" (Ri- 
cordi), selling around the 150,000 mark as has Roberto 
Vecchioni's "Milady" (CGD), another veteran of the 1970s. 

So far this year the leading female singer seems to be 
Anna Oxa, with 200,000 sales of "Tutti I Drividi Del 
Mondo" (CBS). Besides Jovanotti, a "fake- rapper" with teen 
appeal, who made the grade from single -slanted act to al- 
bum artist, only two new names have appeared this year in 
top album chart positions. Raf is one, once noted for his En- 
glish- language dance hits (notably "Self Control "), and he 
was showcased in the San Remo Festival as a mature per- 
former, leading to his Italian -lyrics album "Cosa Hestera" 
(CGD), a 200,000 -plus seller. 

And comedian Francesco Salvi, a TV favorite, introduced 
his bizarre songs and characters through the "Megasalvi" 
album (Five). 

Though no longer an important section of the market, 
compilation albums still have a role, specially when linked 
with popular TV music events, such as the San Remo Festi- 
val or the Festivalbar Song Contest. An acclaimed TV pro- 
gram devoted to Italian stars of the 1960s launched a com- 
pilation of the same name, "Una Rotondo Sul Mare" (Five), 
built round remakes of old hits by the original performers. 

Two recent releases, by young singer -songwriters Luca 
Barbarossa (CBS) and Luca Carboni (RCA) are expected to 
pull in high sales figures. 

All types of U.S. and U.K. acts have figured in the Italian 
album chart. Most welcome has been Tracy Chapman who, 
after selling over 700,000 units with her first, eponymous, 
album, soon topped 300,000 sales with "Crossroads." Ma- 
donna remains a huge star in Italy. And in the wake of these 
U.S. girls, two U.K. acts reached 500,000 sales this year: 
Dire Straits with "Money For Nothing" and Elton John with 
"Reg Strikes Back." 

Simple Minds ( "Street Fighting Years ") and Simply Red 
( "A New Flame ") follow with 400,000 sales, Pink Floyd 
( "Delicate Sound Of Thunder ") did 300,000 and platinum 
status (200,000) was reached by Rick Astley, Joe Cocker, 
Terence Trent D'Arby, the Eurythmics, Paul McCartney, Pet 
Shop Boys, Queen, Rolling Stones, Spandau Ballet, Tears 
For Fears and Tanita Tikaram. Next in the big -seller brigade: 
Edie Brickell, Cure, Guns N' Roses, Nick Kamen, Swing Out 
Sister and Barry White. 

Based on a review of hits, the Italian marketplace might 
seem to be rather conservative, virtually built on established 
names only. But there were off -beat happenings. 

EMI in Italy was delighted by demand for Pink Floyd's 
back catalog, especially on CD, a demand fuelled by the 
band's live show in Venice. The Floyd 1973 classic "The 
Dark Side Of The Moon" has now passed the 1 million mark 
in Italy. 

WEA didn't predict Guns N' Roses' "Appetite For Destruc- 
tion" would sell nearly 150,000 units. Heavy metal has al- 
ways sold well has but generally been fragmented among a 

large number of acts. And Ricordi has this year seen its Oriz- 
zonte mid -price line show a 25% sales increase, with both 
cassettes and vinyl LPs growing, and CDs, first introduced 
last year, doubling their sales. 

"Lambada," a big hit all over Europe, made number one in 
the Italian singles chart too, but CBS didn't foresee the al- 
bum of the same name, by Kaoma, also becoming a number 
one hit. 

U.K. girl trio Bananarama had sporadic singles hits in Ita- 
ly, but PolyGram was happily "caught on the hop" when the 
girls' "Greatest Hits" collection made the top 10, with 
100,000 sales. And the wide acceptance of Art Of Noise's 
first PolyGram album proved there is an Italian audience for 
"studio alchemy" product. 
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